We introduce a method to estimate the attractiveness of a food photo. It extracts image features focusing on the appearances of 1) the entire food, and 2) the main ingredients. To estimate the attractiveness of an arbitrary food photo, these features are integrated in a regression scheme. We also constructed and released a food image dataset composed of images of ten food categories taken from 36 angles and accompanied with attractiveness values. Evaluation results showed the effectiveness of integrating the two kinds of image features. key words: food photography, attractiveness, photographic framing
Introduction
Many food photos are posted on the Web such as social media and cooking recipe sites. Their users would prefer to upload delicious-looking (hereafter, attractive) food photos to attract social attention. For example, Fig. 1 (b) would most likely attract more viewers than Fig. 1 (a) because of camera angle and photographic framing, although these are photos of the same dish. Since these kinds of decision are not always easy for an amateur photographer to make, we are trying to realize a system that can recommend the best camera framing for shooting an attractive food photo and/or a system for selecting the most attractive food photo from a list. For such purposes, this paper proposes a method that quantifies the attractiveness of a given food photo.
Most previous research on food image understanding studies the task of retrieval and classification [1] . Meanwhile, there is research on the classification of the aes- [2] , and targets general photos. The aesthetic quality is related but different from the food attractiveness, and their method does not consider food-specific attractiveness discussed in [3] . For photography support considering food-specific attractiveness, Kakimori et al. developed a system that presents a user a guideline for arranging dishes in photographic framing [4] . Although this may be useful for an amateur photographer to arrange dishes, the system neither recommends the best camera angle for each dish nor evaluates the attractiveness of food photos. Michel et al. reported that there is a camera angle from which a food looks the most attractive [5] , and the rotation angle, in particular, is one of the key factors when deciding the photographic framing. Focusing on this point, in this paper, we propose a method for estimating the attractiveness of food photos by integrating two kinds of image features. This paper summarizes our work presented in [7] as an extended work of [6] , and is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of the proposed method. Then, dataset construction through subjective experiments is introduced in Sect. 3. Next, the evaluation of the proposed method is reported in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this paper. for the attractiveness estimation. The details are described below.
Attractiveness Estimation Method

Region for Image Feature Extraction
By using an algorithm such as GrabCut [8] , an input image is segmented into two regions: 1) the dish region R d for extracting the image features to evaluate the appearance of the entire food, and 2) the main ingredients region R m for extracting the image features to evaluate the appearance of the main ingredient. We expect that the latter will be selected manually through user interaction.
Image Features: Appearance of the Entire Food
The following image features are extracted from the dish region R d in an input image.
• Color Feature C: The color distribution in R d is repre- 
Image Features: Appearance of the Main Ingredients
The following image features are extracted from the main ingredients region R m in an input image. 
Training and Estimation
Random Regression Forests [10] is used as an estimator based on regression in which the objective variable is the attractiveness value of a food photo and the explanatory variables are the image features (C, E, A, S , P x , P y , O, M) .
Within the regression framework, once the relation between the attractiveness values and the image features is trained, the regressor can estimate the attractiveness value of an arbitrary input image only from its image features.
Dataset Construction through Subjective Experiments
We conducted subjective experiments to construct an image dataset accompanied with attractiveness values for constructing the attractiveness estimator, and released it to the public † . The dataset is composed of ten food categories: Sashimi, Curry and rice, Eel rice-bowl, Beef stew, Hamburger steak, Tempura rice-bowl, Fried pork rice-bowl, Tuna rice-bowl, Cheese burger, and Fish burger, considering the variation of the appearance in both color and shape. Details of the experimental method and results are described below.
Photographing Method
We shot photos of plastic food samples instead of real ones considering both convenience and reproducibility, from various 3D-angles while keeping a fixed distance between the camera and the sample. Here, we shot from three elevation angles: 30, 60, and 90 deg., where 0 and 90 deg. correspond to shooting from the side and the top of the dish, respectively. We set an arbitrary rotation angle as 0 deg., and then shot from 0 to 330 deg. with the step of 30 deg. in a clockwise direction around the center of the sample. As a result, we obtained 36 food photos in total for each food category.
Determination of Attractiveness Values by Paired Comparison
We used Thurstone's paired comparison method [11] to determine the attractiveness values of food photos. This method was developed for sensory tests, and is used to determine an interval scale for perceived quality. An image pair out of 36 C 2 = 630 pairs for each food category was presented at a time to participants who were asked to respond with which image looked more delicious. Participants were 28 Computer Science-major students in their 20s, out of which nine subjects were assigned for each food category. We finally obtained three to four responses for each image pair resulting in 2,150 responses in total for each food category.
The obtained attractiveness values normalized into the range of [0, 1] are shown in Fig. 3 , which are used as target values for the regression in the proposed method.
Evaluation Experiment
We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed method through experiments.
Method
We applied a leave-one-out scheme with the dataset described in Sect. 3. The dish and the main ingredients regions for feature extraction were precisely labeled by using Grab-Cut [8] and manual selection for each food category in order to prevent its effect on the estimation accuracy, considering the purpose of this research.
We compared the estimation accuracy of the proposed method with that of a comparative method based on [2] , which was originally designed to classify the aesthetic quality of general photos using DCNNs, in order to confirm the necessity of a food-specific method for attractiveness estimation. For each method, we evaluated the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the estimated and the target values for the attractiveness of food photos.
Results
The results are summarized in Table 1 . The average MAE of the proposed method was 0.087, whereas that of the comparative one was 0.344. The proposed method outperformed the comparative one for all food categories. From the results, we can conclude the following important points: 1) the necessity for considering the attractiveness specific to food photos, and 2) the effectiveness of integrating the appearances of both the entire food and the main ingredients. For reference, the relations between the target and the estimated values for Eel rice-bowl and Fish burger are shown in Fig. 4 . We can see that the target values greatly change depending on the camera angle, and the estimated values accurately follow the target values for every camera angle.
The performance of the proposed method (MAE = 0.087) shows that on average, it can be applied to a system that evaluates the attractiveness in ten levels, where the absolute error should be less than 0.1 for at worst one-level evaluation error.
Discussion
We investigate the effectiveness of each image feature. Table 2 shows the MAEs when using only one of the image features. This table also includes the MAEs when using all the image features together, denoted as "All". The average MAE when using only DeCAF was 0.090, which was the best among all nine features including "All". The second best excluding "All" was the orientation of the main ingredients named "Shape". In some cases, the highest accuracy was obtained by using one or some of the image features, which showed that the proposed image features were suitable for attractiveness estimation. In addition, the effective image feature depended on the food category. This suggests that more accurate estimation could be achieved by switching the attractiveness estimators (i.e. the combination of the image features) based on the result of food category recognition or appearance clustering of an input image.
Conclusion
We proposed a method for estimating the attractiveness of food photos. The proposed method integrated two kinds of image features: the appearances of the entire food and the main ingredients. Also, an image dataset for food sample photos accompanied with target attractiveness values assigned through subjective experiments was constructed and released. Through an evaluation experiment, we confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method, and suggested the necessity for adaptively switching attractiveness estimators.
Future work includes the study on a realistic and effective way of switching estimators for more accurate estimation. In addition, we will focus on other photography parameters such as zooming, lighting, and blurring.
